IN MEMORIAM

She quickly acquired the necessary skills to accompany her husband on mountaineering, skiing and white-water canoeing trips. She had a fine list of ascents in the Rockies, the Sierra, the Alps and other ranges. She survived her husband by only a few months, dying at their home in Jackson, Mississippi on May 24, 1987.

Kenneth A. Henderson

Alden Frick Megrew, retired chairman of the Fine Arts Department of the University of Colorado, died at his home in Boulder on September 17, 1987. A life-long mountaineer and 57-year member of the American Alpine Club, Megrew was especially active in the Canadian Rockies. In the late 1920s he shared a number of first ascents in that area with other Club members, including J.M. Thorton, O.E. Cromwell and Dyson Duncan. In 1928 he made the first winter ascent on skis of Mount Washington via Tuckerman Ravine. He spent the summer of 1929 in Switzerland, where he participated in the ascent of the Weisshorn and a "triple traverse" of the Matterhorn. His appetite for the mountain experience, technical debate and expedition news remained keen throughout his life, and long after his active climbing days were over. His enthusiasm for the sport was infectious. He was particularly interested in the development of younger climbers, upon whom he always urged membership in the American Alpine Club. He leaves Rue French Megrew, his wife of 50 years, a daughter and two grandsons.

Robert H.S. French

Roger Marshall died on May 21 while descending from an unsuccessful attempt on the Everest Superdirect. It was his second solo attempt on the route in less than a year. He is survived by two sons, Richard and Duncan.

Born in the Lake District of Great Britain, Marshall began his climbing as a British crag rat, a hard-climbing, hard-partying, hard-fighting raconteur. As he got a bit older, he worked as a newspaper reporter and feature writer, vacationing in the Alps when he had the chance. He relocated to British Columbia in 1967 and took Canadian citizenship. He recently became a member of the American Alpine Club.

In Canada, he formed his own small company, confining his climbing activity mostly to the abundant local crags. In 1977, he climbed Mount McKinley. It was about then that he conceived the idea of a Canadian Everest
expedition and applied for the South Col route. Realizing that he needed someone with a bit more organizational ability, he eventually found himself dropping from leader to deputy leader and finally to climber. Meanwhile, in 1981, he made an ascent of Aconcagua with members of the Canadian Everest team and the first winter ascent of Annapurna IV with British climbers Al and Adrian Burgess. He began to have disagreements with the new leadership of the expedition. It had expanded far beyond his original concept of a good-time, hard-climbing, alpine-style trip into a million-dollar media event. When the expedition headed for Base Camp in 1982, things came rapidly to a head.

Marshall and Al Burgess walked into Base Camp ahead of the rest of the team, arousing the ire of the expedition leaders. Marshall soon found himself dismissed "for conduct likely to embarrass the sponsors" for somewhat mysterious reasons. Speculations have ranged from indiscretions on Marshall’s part back in Canada, to a desire to punish him for trekking separately from the rest of the team (unlikely, since Burgess remained on the climb), to a desire among the leadership not to have a British-born climber—albeit one with Canadian citizenship—be the first to summit (chances for Marshall and his partner Burgess were considered excellent). Whatever the true reasons, they evidently weren’t ones that the expedition leadership wanted to pursue. Back in Canada, Marshall demanded—and got—a formal apology from the Canadian Everest Society.

Now branded as "the Bad Boy of Canadian climbing," Marshall turned his attention to smaller expeditions, declaring that "army-style" teams removed the sport and enjoyment from climbing. The following year, his partner having dropped out, he soloed to 8000 meters on Lhotse; his solo career was born. His big breakthrough came in the fall of 1984. He summited solo and without oxygen on the normal route of Kangchenjunga. A year later, he was back, this time with the help of his companion, nutritionist Ruth DeCew, who helped him work out diet and conditioning programs to improve his performance. He went to Ama Dablam with Pete Athans, summiting alone, and then climbed high on Cho Oyu in winter with Al Burgess.

His first attempt on Everest came in the late summer of 1986. He tried unsuccessfully to forge a route from the North Col. Then, after watching Swiss climbers Lorent and Troillet on their two-day ascent of the Superdirect, he also gave that route a try. After climbing the Japanese couloir, he went offline on the enormous face that leads to the Hornbein Couloir. Unable to find a spot to bivouac, he descended.

In the spring of 1987, he was back on the Superdirect. Under powerful personal drive, perhaps also spurred by a concern for his sponsors, he started up the route on May 19, in spite of extremely dangerous ice conditions in the lower reaches of the Japanese Couloir. He remained on the face for nearly 36 hours, spending the night at the base of the Hornbein Couloir before turning around. On the descent, he cached his pack, evidently intending to try again. But 300 meters from the bottom, descending cautiously on the green and blue ice, he slipped and fell to his death. His companions found him at the base of
the Japanese Couloir, his ice tools still strapped to his wrists, his rope tangled around him. Speculation is that he fell while rigging a rappel.

Marshall stirred strong emotions in segments of the climbing community. The bad blood surrounding the Canadian Everest expedition still persists. His outspoken dislike of big expeditions and his even more strident opposition to the use of Sherpas did not endear him to some people. Nor did his ability, through writing, to promote his expeditions over those of even more skilled climbers. But his writing on climbing was eloquent and his climbing record more than respectable. His advocacy of climbing by “fair means,” alone or in small groups, without supplementary oxygen or support from high-altitude porters, has helped generate much discussion, a great deal of which has had a positive effect on mountaineering. His book, tentatively titled *Solo*, concerns his style of climbing and may explain a bit more of this complex mountaineer—when it is finally published.
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Peter Misch, professor emeritus in geology at the University of Washington, passed away on July 23 in his home in Seattle. Until a week before his death he had continued to visit his rock-filled office, advising graduate students in their theses problems.

He was born in Berlin in 1909 and started doing many things early in life: painting watercolors at age 5, skiing at 6, studying geology at 10 and doing serious mountaineering at 14. His interest in geology came through Latin texts which his father, a professor of philosophy, brought home from the library at Göttingen. During the summers, Peter was sent to work on a farm, where he poked around the nearby hills, discovering fossils and geologic structures, which he pointed out to students of Professor Stille, who were mapping the area. Word of the *Wunderkind* eventually reached the great man, who summoned Peter to his office and, over the next years, directed Peter’s geologic education.

Peter received his doctorate at Göttingen in 1932, at age 23, with a thesis that covered his study of geologic structures and metamorphic petrology of the central Pyrenees in northern Spain. Because of his strong combined background in geology and mountaineering, Peter was invited to join the 1932 German expedition to Nanga Parbat led by Willi Merkl. During the expedition Peter carried out extensive geologic mapping in the foothills of the massive peak and then took part in the unsuccessful efforts to reach the climbers trapped high by a severe and prolonged snowstorm.

He left Germany in 1936, soon after running afoul of the Nazi authorities, but he managed to spirit out of the country many of his valuable geologic notes, rock samples and thin sections (rocks sliced thin for microscopic